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S T .  T A M M A N Y  M A S T E R  G A R D E N E R  A S S O C I A T I O N  

 
The information offered here is to help gardeners grow vegetables successfully. It focuses on common questions asked as well as conditions, pests, and diseases 
that occur in St. Tammany Parish home gardens. Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information, but references should always be 
checked, and LSU AgCenter personnel contacted if there are questions. 

Growing “Irish” Potatoes 
By Laura Steffee 

Photo from www.quickcrop.ie 

Introduction 
Potatoes (the type referred to as Irish) are a staple in most 
everyone’s diet and are very easy to grow in a home garden. 
They can even be grown in a pot: no garden required. 

The most important thing to remember is to plant certified 
disease-free potato tubers which can be purchased in January 
and February from most garden centers and feed stores in 
South Louisiana. 

It is possible to get a fall crop of potatoes with a mid-August to 
September planting; however, seed potatoes are not available 
locally at that time and often not available from national supply 
companies.  

Most grocery store potatoes have been treated to prevent 
sprouting. Even if you have store-bought potatoes that are 
beginning to sprout, the sprouts will probably not produce 
viable plants and a new crop. You also risk introducing soil 
diseases into your garden if you do not plant certified disease-
free tubers.  

This article will try to give even the most novice gardener all of 
the information they need to successfully grow their own 
potatoes. While tomatoes are the most commonly grown crop 
in home vegetable gardens, growing potatoes is much, much 
easier!  
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Purchasing Seed Potatoes  
The first step towards a successful potato crop is purchasing 
certified disease-free seed potatoes. 

The potato tuber is the plant “part” required to grow a new 
potato plant. When a piece of the tuber is planted, it is called a 
“seed” potato. Only certified seed potatoes should be planted 
in the home garden. Certification ensures that the seed tubers 
are (mostly) free of disease and viruses.  

Do not purchase grocery store potatoes to plant as they may 
carry diseases and have often been treated with a sprout 
inhibitor that will prevent the development of a healthy new 
plant.  

Three highly recommended varieties for southeast Louisiana 
were developed by LSU. They are Red LaSoda (an improved 
Pontiac variety), LaRouge, and LaChipper which is a white-skin 
variety. These 3 varieties are now Florida’s current standard 
commercial potatoes. Other LSU recommended varieties are 
Kennebec, a brown-skin tuber, Yukon Gold, which has yellow 
flesh and Purple Majesty, which has purple skin and flesh. 

The varieties planted by gardeners have historically been 
determined by what is locally available for purchase. The feed 
stores in the Covington/Folsom area sell Red Pontiac and Yukon 
Gold. These are available mid-January and sold in 5 or 10 LB 
bags. Ten pounds of tubers will seed a 100 ft row and a 100 ft 
row can produce from 150 to 300 pounds of potatoes- 
depending on the variety and the year. A 10-pound bag costs 
very little more than a 5-pound bag so it makes sense to buy 
the 10-pound bag and share with fellow gardeners, unless your 
goal is to produce LOTS of potatoes. 

However, thanks to the internet and national marketing there 
is no need to be restricted by what is available locally. All of the 
above-mentioned varieties can be ordered from reputable seed 
and garden supply companies online or by phone. I even found 
potato tubers for sale on Amazon. Pictured are Yukon gold 
tubers. This variety is known for moderate to high yields, great 
taste, and smooth texture. 

Photo from amazon.com  

There are also many new varieties available that are worth 
trying. These include blue/purple flesh varieties and fingerling 
types. Part of the fun of growing potatoes is exploring unusual 
varieties that cannot be purchased in the supermarket. New 
exotic selections originating from several South American 
countries have some unique and exciting sizes, skin, and flesh 
colors. These smaller potatoes take less time to cook, saving 
time and effort, and the introduction of new colors can 
increase nutritional content. 

When choosing which varieties to purchase the gardener 
should take into account such factors as disease resistance, 
quality, yield, and adaptability to warm climates. Avoid, for 
instance, the late maturing types grown in the northern US as 
they take longer to produce, making them more susceptible to 
disease and pest pressure in the heat and humidity of our 
southern climate. 
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Planting Preparations  
Preparing the Garden  Fertilizer   

To grow a healthy potato crop it is important to prepare the 
planting area. In drier, cooler climates, bed preparation often 
includes tilling the soil to a depth of 12 inches and then digging 
a trench in the planting row. The seed potatoes are placed in 
the trench and then covered with 3-4 inches of soil. As the 
potatoes grow more soil is pulled up around the plants until 
the trench is completely filled in. This process does not work 
as well in our wetter, hotter climate. 

Potatoes thrive in loose, well-drained, slightly acid soil (pH 5-
6). A low soil pH helps control scab, a disease that affects the 
tubers. Therefore, it is not recommended that acid soils be 
limed unless the pH is extremely low.  

It is important that all excess water drains from the root zone. 
This can be accomplished by growing in a raised or mounded 
bed at least 12 inches above the level of the soil. Typical local 
soil is clay or sand based. Your potato plants will benefit from 
mixing in a large amount of organic material such as 
purchased garden soil, compost, and/or peat moss. The 
organic matter will aid in water retention, drainage, allow 
room for developing tubers, and contribute essential nutrients 
as it decomposes. 

 

On medium to low fertility soils, 5-6 pounds of 8-24-24 fertilizer 
per 100 feet of row can be applied before planting. If planting a 
double row in a raised bed, you can use ½ pound for a 4 by 6-
foot bed. This works out to 1/3 pound for every 4 square feet of 
bed. One cup of garden fertilizer weighs about ½ pound so you 
would use about 2/3 cup per 4 square feet. It can be broadcast 
over the bed and well worked in or placed in one or two bands, 
well below and to the side of the tubers.  

Illustration: agrilifeextension.tamu.edu 

Additional fertilizer can be applied when the plants are 6-8 
inches tall. Standard advice is to apply ammonium nitrate at the 
rate of 1 pound or 1 pint per 100-foot row (1 ounce per 4 by 4 
feet in a raised bed). At 50-60 days, plants may benefit from side 
dressing with 3-4 pounds (6-8 cups) of a complete fertilizer such 
as 13-13-13 or 8-24-24 per 100 feet (1/3 to ½ cup per 4 square 
feet of raised bed). 

I grow potatoes in mounded beds of 100% compost and my soil 
tests show the growing medium is extremely high in all 
necessary nutrients with a pH of 5.8. As my plants are extremely 
healthy and green, I can surmise the soil also has sufficient 
nitrogen. Therefore, I do not add any fertilizer but will add a few 
extra inches of compost during the growing season. If I were to 
add nitrogen that was not needed the plants would produce 
more top growth at the expense of tuber production. Also, 
excess nitrogen leading to excess vegetative growth leads to 
excess insect damage—the bugs just love those tasty baby 
leaves! 
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Soil Tests  

The only way to really know how much and what fertilizer your 
bed needs is by having your soil tested. The LSU AgCenter will 
test your soil and advise on the best amendments for the 
particular crop you wish to grow. This is important as the 
edible portion of the potato plant is the tuber (root) which 
needs more phosphorus and potassium and relatively less 
nitrogen to develop a high yield crop. Vegetable crops 
consisting of fruiting or leafy produce have different nutrient 
requirements. 

Kits to submit soil samples for analysis are available at your 
parish LSU AgCenter offices. These kits include a self-
addressed, postage-paid box containing instructions for taking 
soil samples, bags to submit the samples and the form that 
you will fill out. They may also be available at local nurseries 
and garden centers. To find locations in your area with test kits 
available go to www.lsuagcenter.com and put soil test in the 
search box. One box includes materials for up to 3 tests. You 
can specify what you are growing in each of the areas for 
which you send a soil sample. Cost for the test is $16 for the 
first sample and $10 each for the 2nd and 3rd. 

 

 

  

http://www.lsuagcenter.com/
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Growing Potatoes in Containers 
You do not have to grow potatoes in the ground. You can grow perfectly 
nice potatoes in a container. Suitable containers include 5 gallon buckets, 
10+ gallon black plastic pots in which trees or shrubs are sold , specially 
designed grow bags ( purchased from nursery suppliers….and, of course, 
Amazon),  sturdy black 30 gallon trash bags or any large planting pot.  

 My top choice is the leftover black plastic pots that housed previously 
purchased trees/shrubs as they are sturdy, black (to keep out light), have 
drain holes, and they are already there taking up space in my garden 
shed. 

I am also partial to heavy duty black trash bags. They are the cheapest, 
and are easy to plant and fill, but very difficult to move.  

The 5-gallon buckets available at every paint and hardware store are 
perfect for one potato plant. They are deep enough to allow for good 
production, have a convenient handle and are not too heavy to move by 
hand. If you plant early in the season you will end up having to protect the 
plants from cold temperatures as the leaves are damaged by even a light 
frost. The 5-gallon buckets are the easiest to relocate indoors or to a 
protected area.  

Another advantage of these buckets is that potato plants need 8 hours of 
sun per day and growing in an easily movable container allows persons 
with limited space the option of repositioning the plants to ensure they 
receive enough hours of sunlight. 

Whatever container you choose, it is important that your potato plant 
never sits in water. The bottom of the container needs 6 to 8 drain holes 
and should sit on a raised or permeable surface so that the drain holes are 
not blocked.  

The best types of potatoes to plant in containers are the early varieties 
that are recommended for our area. Early varieties, such as Red LaSoda 
and the smaller fingerling types, are ready for harvesting 90- 110 days 
after planting. Depending on the size of your container you can plant 1-3 
seed tubers per container. Potato plants grow to be 18 to 36 inches in 
diameter. One 5-gallon bucket or pot gets one tuber. A 20- to 30-gallon 
container can support 3 seed tubers. From each seed tuber you should be 
able to harvest 8 to 9 eating potatoes. 

 

  Photo: Amazon.com  

 

  Photo: Pinterest.com, posted by L. Cole 
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Advantages to growing in containers: 

• They take up less space and can be grown by anyone with a sunny 
space….no garden required. 

• Less hard work, no digging. 
• They are portable. You can place them wherever you like and move them 

indoors/under cover to protect the plants from frosts. 
• There is less risk of disease as your purchased bagged potting soil will not be 

harboring the soil-borne organisms found in a garden.  
• You can use bagged potting soil which may already include fertilizer and 

moisture-retaining material.  
• The harvested potatoes are much less likely to be damaged as there is no 

need to dig the potatoes with a fork or spade. When you harvest, just turn 
the pot upside down. 

• Potato plants are quite attractive and will not look out of place amongst 
decorative patio plants. 
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Preparing the Tubers   
 

Before planting your seed potatoes, it is beneficial to allow them 
to develop small shoots. It is not necessary, but ensures the plants 
get off to a quick start which helps prevent disease.   

To encourage the tubers to sprout, put them in a place where they 
receive light but not direct sun. (To store potatoes for eating, keep 
them in a dark, cool place). The light encourages production of 
healthy green/purple sprouts. 

 

 

 

The tubers are ready to cut or plant as soon as small sprouts 
appear. If they start to sprout before you are ready to plant 
you may have long, whitish sprouts. If your tuber has 
additional eyes from which more sprouts will develop, 
remove the long sprouts by rubbing the potato at their 
base. Wait for more sprouts to develop.  

You can cut up large seed potatoes to increase the number 
of plants you produce. Each piece should be no smaller than 
an egg and have at least one “eye” from which a sprout will 
develop. For a January –February planting, allow the 
potatoes to develop small shoots before cutting. When you 
cut the potatoes, be careful not to damage the shoots. 

 

This is a photo of a tuber with healthy sprouts which is ready 

to be cut or planted. By David Marks, 
www.gardenfocused.co.uk 

http://www.gardenfocused.co.uk/
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After cutting the seed potatoes into egg-size pieces, wait a few 
days before planting to allow the cut area to heal. This is especially 
important if you are planting early in soil that is still relatively cool. 
Soil temperatures should be at least 50 degrees F prior to planting. 
Seed pieces may be cut and planted the same day when the soil 
temperatures are 65 to 70 degrees, which would be the case for a 
fall planting. 

Be sure the seed tubers have warmed to match or exceed the soil 
temperature before planting. This may mean placing them outside 
(no direct sun) for a few days prior to an August/September 
planting. 

The first challenge your planted tubers need to overcome is soft 
rot, a disease that causes the seed potato, and sometimes the 
plant, to rot. Seed potatoes planted in cold wet soil especially can 
rot before they manage to produce a sprout which develops into a 
plant with stem, leaves and roots. 

 

The above photo shows the eye of a potato which has not yet 
begun to sprout. www.edis.ifas.ufl.edu, Credit: C. Hutchinson 

 

 

 

 

  

The following practices will help to ensure that your plants get a healthy start: 

• Only plant certified seed. 
• When cutting seed tubers, sterilize the cutting knife by dipping the blade in a 10% 

household bleach solution between each cut. 
• Keep the seed potato at room temperature in indirect light for about a week or 

until eyes just begin to sprout before cutting. 
• The cut pieces should be no smaller than a large egg, with at least one eye or 

sprout.  
• Allow the cut to heal for three days in a warm, humid place before planting. 
• Plant tubers that are at least as warm as the soil temperature. If the seed pieces 

are colder than the soil they will “sweat” and become soggy. 
• Wait to plant until sprouts start to appear.  
• Plant after the soil is at least 50 degrees. 
• If the seed potatoes are fairly small, plant the entire potato. 
• Plant in loose soil with a high percentage of organic matter which will then have 

lots of air spaces and good drainage. 
• Do not over-water. The soil should stay slightly moist to encourage sprouting and 

plant production, but should never be waterlogged. 
 

 
. 
 

http://www.edis.ifas.ufl.edu/
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Planting: Spring & Fall Crops 
Potatoes can be planted in Southern Louisiana in mid-January 
through February. Potatoes are a cool season crop. If you plant 
later than February, your potato crop will struggle with the 
heat and humidity of late May/June as it takes 90 to 120 days 
to produce a good crop. 

However, the earlier you plant, the more risk of losing your 
plants to frosts or freezes. And if the weather stays cold and 
wet for a few weeks after planting you risk your tubers rotting. 
Planting in a raised bed with good drainage is key to a 
successful early crop. Always check the long-range weather 
forecast and delay planting if cold (30 to 45 degrees) and 
continuous rain is predicted. A soil thermometer is an 
inexpensive and useful tool, as you should wait until your soil 
temperature is at least 50 degrees before planting. 

Once the tubers are in the ground they will be protected by the 
soil. When the leaves appear (usually in 1 to 3 weeks) the plant 
will need to be protected from frosts and freezes. This can be 
accomplished by covering the entire plant with soil and mulch 
and then removing it promptly when the air temperature 
reaches 40 degrees.  

In South Louisiana it is quite feasible to have a 2nd, fall crop of 
potatoes. The gardener needs to plan ahead and save some of 
the seed potatoes purchased for the spring crop. The time to 
plant for a fall crop is mid-August through September. It is very 
difficult to find seed potatoes for sale at this time, either locally 
or from national suppliers. To save the seed potatoes, they 
should be stored the same way you store eating potatoes: in a 
cool, dark place with relatively high humidity. The ideal storage 
temperature is 40 to 45 degrees.                                                                                                                                                                            

For a fall crop, the bed needs to be prepared just as you would 
for spring. Fall gardening is very rewarding – after you endure 
the preparation and planting in our brutal August weather. 

 

To plant a fall crop, prepare the stored seed tubers by moving 
them to a warm, lighted location (no direct sunlight) about a 
week before planting. It is important that the seed potatoes 
warm up to the same temperature as the soil. If the tubers are 
cut into pieces, the cuts do not need to heal over but it is still 
helpful to wait until the tubers begin to sprout before being cut 
and planted.  

Fall potato crops generally yield less than a spring crop. The 
gardener does not have to worry about protecting the plants 
from frost, but the bed may need to be watered more 
frequently. 
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Planting in the Garden  
 

You now have a 12-inch-high raised bed or row, with soil that 
has been amended with lots of organic material, tested and 
fertilized, if needed and as recommended. 

Your seed potatoes are beginning to sprout and have been cut 
and cured, (or left whole). 

Single rows  

1) Use a hoe or rake to create a 12-inch-high mound 
down the center of each row. 

2) Flatten the mound so that it is about 8 inches 
high and 15 inches wide. The illustration shows a 
smaller mound, but you need enough extra soil 
to cover the growing plant at least once. A larger 
mound gives you better drainage, production, 
and coverage. 
 

Illustrations:  Irish Potatoes by J. Masabni, 
ww.agrilifeextension.tamu.edu 

 
3) Pull soil from the center of the mound to create a 

3- to 4-inch trench. 
4) Fertilizer can be placed in 5- to 6-inch deep 

trenches towards the edges of the flattened 
mound if it was not previously mixed in with the 
soil. The fertilizer should be below and away from 
the tubers.  

5) Place one seed potato piece every 12 inches, cut 
side down, in the trench. If the tubers have 
begun to sprout, orient the sprouts pointing up if 
possible. Be careful to not damage the sprouts. 
 

6) Pull some of the soil from the sides to cover the 
seed potatoes with 3 to 4 inches of soil. Again, 
being careful not to injure the sprouts. 

7) Firm and thoroughly dampen the soil but do not 
overwater. Keep the soil damp but not 
waterlogged until green leaves start to break 
through the surface. For a January/February 
planting, the bed may not require any 
supplemental water if the soil was damp at 
planting. In August/September the bed may need 
to be watered daily. 

8) When the plants are about 4 to 6 inches tall, pull 
more of the extra soil from the sides to cover the 
plants until the top leaves are just visible. This 
process (known as “hilling”) can be done a 2nd 
time if there is sufficient extra soil or compost 
available. 

9)  When the plants are 6 to 8 inches tall and hilling 
is finished, mulch the entire bed thickly (4 to 8 
inches) pulling the mulch up around the stems of 
the plants.  

 

Potatoes are produced from underground stolons growing out 
from stem. All of the potatoes are produced above the seed 
tuber. Hilling the plants with additional soil will increase 
production and protect the developing potatoes from light. 
Mulching will help retain moisture, prevent weeds, and protect 
the new potatoes from light. If the mulch is thick enough, 
potatoes will develop in the mulch, further increasing 
production. Many gardeners like using grass clippings for mulch 
as they are thick and heavy. I find that in our climate they 
retain too much moisture, leading to rot. My preferred 
materials for mulching potatoes are pine straw, grass hay 
(Coastal or Bahia), barn straw (oat or wheat). Pine shavings are 
also fine. Leaves can be used but may hold too much moisture. 
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Hilling Up a Row of Potatoes  

If multiple single rows are planted, space the rows 30 to 36 inches apart.  

If you are growing quite a few plants in single rows the planting process can be simplified: 

• Dig a 4-inch trench in the center of the row in prepared, fertilized soil. 
• Place the seed potatoes 8 to 12 inches apart in the bottom of the trench, cut side down, sprouts pointing up. 

Commercial growers often space at 8 inches in rows 3 feet apart. 
• Fill in the trench to cover the tuber pieces. Firm and water the soil. 
• When the plants are 4 to 6 inches tall pull soil in from the sides to hill up the plants so that only the leaf tips 

are visible. Do this twice if enough soil is available and then mulch when hilling is finished. 
 

Photo from greenmylife.in 
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Growing Tips 

Potatoes are really easy to grow. Preparing the tubers and the 
planting bed are the hard parts. Once your plants are hilled and 
mulched there really is not much to do except enjoy the 
attractive plants, give them sufficient water and side dress once 
with fertilizer about the time the plants are 50 to 60 days above 
ground. Damp soil is good, especially in a raised bed with good 
drainage. But do not overwater. If your potatoes are sufficiently 
mulched, a spring crop will not need lots of supplemental water. 
If you plant a fall crop in a raised bed you will need to water much 
more. Try to not let the plants get droopy. The biggest issue for 
the spring crop is protecting the plants from cold. 

 

Raised Beds  

If planting in a 4 feet wide bed, production can be increased by 
planting a double row in soil 12 inches deep. 

 Create 2 trenches about 14 inches from the sides and 20 inches 
apart. Mound the extra soil in the center and along the outside 
edges. Place the tubers in the trenches, staggering the pieces, 
and proceed as detailed in steps 4 through 9 under the Planting in 
the Garden, Single Rows section above. 
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Frosts/Freezes 
 

The stems and leaves of potato plants are very susceptible to frost damage. Some 
experts say potato plants can handle light frosts. What this means is that a frost will not 
kill the whole plant—just the leaves. A freeze will take out the leaves and stem. Yes, the 
plants will probably come back from the roots, but your potato production will be 
minimal unless this happens towards the very end of the growing period. 

Initially, after a frost, it may appear your plant survived unscathed, but in a day or so the 
leaves may turn into green/black slimy goo. So, if you want a good potato harvest from a 
spring crop you must protect the plants every time the temperature is projected to drop 
into the 30s. I have found the hard way that the weather predictions for my area cannot 
be trusted. The low overnight temperature at my farm has been up to 5 degrees lower 
than predicted. This usually happens on the nights I did not cover my potatoes. Anything 
below 36 degrees can produce enough frost to damage your plants and reduce your 
crop.  

So, when you get impatient in mid-January wanting to get your potatoes planted, think 
about how many times you may end up having to cover your plants. It takes 90 to 120 
days to produce a crop. I usually put in a small early planting that I can easily manage to 
protect and then a larger, later planting in mid-February.  

Up to 6 weeks after placing your seed potatoes in the ground, the plants will be small 
and often can be protected by completely covering the leaves with extra soil or compost. 
By 8 to 12 weeks the plants will be large (2 to 3 feet wide by 2 to 3 feet high) and not so 
easy to protect. Hoops and row covers will work for a light frost. They must be tall 
enough so that the material does not touch the leaves. For anything colder than mid-30s, 
I use the hoop and row cover, and then cover that with old comforters. Thrift stores are 
great source for cheap comforters. You want to use something thick but lightweight.  

The worst scenario is when the weather is going to subject your plants to cold and rain. 
Freezing rain is difficult. Tenting plastic over the comforters may work if it does not blow 
off and if the rain does not pool on it. I have been successful with this every year except 
once when the cold rain became ice and the weight of the ice crashed everything down 
on my poor plants. We ate store bought potatoes that spring. 
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Planting in Containers 

 

 gardenforward.co.uk 

After reading the previous paragraphs, some might be 
thinking that containers are looking like a good alternative to 
planting in a garden bed. Those readers may want to review 
the types and advantages of container planting under the 
Growing Potatoes in Containers section above. 

To plant in a container, begin by insuring there are sufficient 
holes in the bottom for good drainage. 

Use compost or bagged potting soil. This will help prevent soil 
borne diseases that may be prevalent in the soil in the garden. 

Place about 4 inches of soil/compost in the bottom of the 
container. If planting in trash bags, roll the sides down to 
make everything easier. 

Put 1 to 3 evenly spaced seed potato pieces on the soil in the 
bottom of the container, cut side down, sprouts pointing up. 
Containers that are 2 feet in diameter can take 3 pieces. If 
using a 5-gallon bucket, which is about 1 foot in diameter, use 
one piece per bucket. Most other containers that are 1 foot in 
diameter are not deep enough to produce a potato crop. Each 
plant needs at least 10 liters or almost 3 gallons of space. 
Containers should be 18 to 24 inches in depth.  

Cover with another 3 to 4 inches of soil/compost. 

Water lightly. Check that the water seeps out the drain holes 
and does not sit in the bottom of the container. 

 

Where to Place the Containers 

Place the containers outside where they receive good light. In 
January or February, the containers can receive full sun 
immediately. The heat from the sun will help speed up plant 
production. For a mid-August or September crop, position the 
containers to get 8 hours total of morning and early afternoon 
sun. They will appreciate being shaded from the hot afternoon 
sun. 

 

Shielding the sides of the containers from direct sun will also 
benefit the plant and increase production by preventing the 
roots from overheating, drying out and guarding against tuber 
greening. 

The containers should also be somewhat sheltered from the 
wind. Especially after the plants mature, the containers will be 
fairly top-heavy and easily toppled by a wind gust. 

It is very important to protect container-grown plants from cold, 
as a hard frost or freeze can kill the entire plant. While heavy-
duty plastic trash bags make great inexpensive containers, they 
are harder to move. Plants grown in buckets or pots can more 
easily be moved to a protected location in cold weather.          

Photo from Amazon.com 
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Adding More Soil  

After 1 to 3 weeks, green leaves should start poking up through 
the soil surface. When the plants get to be 3 to 4 inches tall, 
add more soil/compost until the green leaf tips are just visible. 
Water to settle the new soil. Every time the plant grows 3 to 4 
inches of stem, repeat this process until the soil surface is 
within 3 to 4 inches of the top of the container. Then add some 
mulch. 

The plants will take about 80 to 90 days to begin developing 
edible tubers. Flowers may start to appear on the plant at this 
time. Do not be concerned if you never see flowers. They are 
not necessary for tuber (potato) production. 

 

 

 

Growth Cycle 
 

The growth cycle of the potato can be roughly divided into five stages. 

1) Sprout development (0-30 days). The eyes of the potato develop sprouts, which emerge from the soil. The seed piece is 
the primary source of energy and nutrients. 

2) Vegetative growth (30-55 days). The leaves, stems, and root system form, photosynthesis begins, and the plant prepares 
for storing nutrients in tubers. 

3) Tuber initiation and set (55-70 days). Tubers begin forming on the ends of stolons (underground stems) but have not 
enlarged. This usually happens before the plant flowers. Nutrient uptake quickly increases during this stage. 

4) Tuber bulking (60-120 days). Tubers enlarge and sugars and starches accumulate. The rate of nutrient uptake decreases. 

5) Tuber maturation (90-120 days). The tubers are full size, and the plants senesces (dries out) and dies. Nutrient transport to 
tubers continues, contributing to skin toughening, which extends storage life. 
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Insect Pests 
 

Aphids, Colorado potato beetles, wire worms and grub worms 
are the main insect pests affecting potato crops in Louisiana. 

If necessary, they can be controlled with correct use of the 
proper pesticides. However, insect damage can often be 
controlled or prevented by cultural means. 

One of the best preventative measures against insect-related 
issues is crop rotation. Potatoes should only be planted in the 
same location of the garden no more than every 3 years.  

Weeds can also be hosts for insects and diseases. Keeping the 
garden weed-free and removing all dead and diseased plant 
material immediately will help control pests. 

Grub worms and wireworms can be a problem when new 
ground is used for the first time. This problem can be avoided 
by growing in raised beds or containers. 

Severe insect damage can reduce tuber yield. However, minor 
leaf damage will not significantly affect potato production. 
Potatoes can tolerate 20% defoliation without reduction in 
yield. I have found that good cultural practices (drainage, early 
planting, drip irrigation, spacing plants for good air circulation, 
crop rotation, mulching, weeding and sanitation) have 
rendered pesticides unnecessary. On smaller plantings you can 
control insects on the plants by picking them off by hand or 
collecting them with a handheld vacuum. Organic controls 
include insecticidal soaps and oils for potato beetles and 
aphids. Severe infestations may call for pesticides. However, 
Colorado potato beetles rapidly develop resistance to 
pesticides, and you risk killing beneficial insects. Before using a 
chemical pesticide, be sure to read and follow all label 
instructions and pay attention to all cautions and warnings. 

Texas A&M AgriLife Extension, agrilifeextension.tamu.edu 
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Diseases 

 

The primary disease problems in Louisiana are two fungal diseases, early and late blight, which mainly affect the foliage, and two 
bacterial diseases affecting the tubers: soft rot and common scab. 

However, in the many years I have been growing potatoes, I have not really had any problems with disease or insect damage. I 
occasionally have a moderate amount of scab on potatoes which does not affect taste or storage. Even this can be avoided by 
harvesting potatoes when they are fairly young and digging them promptly when there is a rainy period at harvest time. 

Many fungal diseases are spread by water. The garden should be watered from the bottom with drip irrigation to prevent wetting 
the leaves. Or, water can be applied in the furrow between raised potato beds. If overhead watering is your only option, is should 
be applied early in the morning when the plants are already wet with dew, which then provides time for the leaves to dry before 
evening. Avoid walking through the garden or working with the plants when the leaves are wet. 

The information on the common diseases and pests should not discourage anyone from planting potatoes. Most of these 
problems can be avoided by good prevention and sound cultural practices. 

 

 

Early Blight   

Early blight is caused by the fungus Alternaria solani and 
can develop on the leaves as plants begin to mature. The 
early blight fungus overwinters in potato tubers, on 
potato crop refuse and in the soil. The fungus produces 
spores that are carried by the wind. Infection occurs 
when spores land on wet leaves. This fungus is favored 
by warm, humid weather. It shows up first on the lower 
leaves as dark circular spots with concentric rings 
increasing in size to about ¼ inch in diameter. 

Early infection reduces yields by reducing the leaf surface 
and the amount of food that will be stored in the tubers. 

Early blight almost always occurs as the plants mature 
later in the season. This late infection does not reduce 
yield and control is not necessary. 

Cultural control of early blight begins with cleanup of all 
potato refuse, rotating the crop location, and the use of 
certified seed tubers. 

If early blight shows up on the lower leaves before or at 
flowering, spraying the plants with a fungicide will help 
prevent new infections on healthy leaves. Chlorothalonil 
fungicides offer the best control of early blight. Be 
certain to adhere to all directions and warnings when 
applying any pesticide. 

NDSU Agriculture and Extension, www.ag.ndsu.edu 

http://www.ag.ndsu.edu/
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Late Blight  

Late blight is caused by the fungus Phytophhthora infestans. It 
is the most devastating potato disease but fortunately is fairly 
rare. Disease can occur at any time and left unchecked can 
defoliate and kill the entire plant. It can also infect tubers via 
water (rain) running off the infected plant and down through 
cracks in the soil. Affected leaves develop dark, greasy green or 
water-soaked spots that later turn black. These spots enlarge in 
humid weather. 

 

NDSU Agriculture and Extension, www.ag.ndsu.edu 

 

If late blight appears and weather favors further development, 
the fungus can be controlled by spraying with Chlorothalonil or 
a copper fungicide. If you have some infection late in the 
season, but choose not to use chemicals, the chance of tuber 
infection can be reduced by cutting the plant off at the soil line 
(no more than 2 weeks before harvest) and disposing of all 
plant material in a sealed trash bag.  

Late blight survives on infected tubers, including discarded 
tubers and potatoes that were missed at harvest and accidently 
left in the ground. The late blight spores can be blown 5-10 
miles and up to 50 miles in a major storm. It is favored by 60- 
to 80-degree weather with long dew periods and high 
humidity. Hot dry weather can halt the development of the 
fungus. 

To prevent late blight, make certain to plant only certified seed. 
Do not allow potatoes to overwinter in the garden. Be sure to 
not miss any potatoes during harvest. Do not throw cull 
potatoes into the field next to your garden (I will stop doing 
this, I swear).  

Late blight will also infect tomatoes (they are in the same 
family as potatoes), which means they should also be 
protected. It also means throwing diseased tomatoes into the 
field next to the garden is a very bad idea. These can be a 
source of fungal infections in your potatoes and vice versa. 
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Soft Rot  

Soft rot in potato tubers can be caused by several types of 
bacteria. The bacteria, with the aid of enzymes, turn the tuber 
into a liquidy mush to allow the bacteria to consume the 
potato cell’s nutrients. Cultural practices are the only practical 
ways to control soft rot. Following the suggestions for garden 
bed preparation (page 4) and tuber preparation and planting 
(pages 6-8) will likely prevent this problem. 

 

 NDSU Agriculture and Extension, www.ndsu.edu 

 

Common Scab  

This disease, caused by Streptomyces scabies, produces 
roughened or scabby areas on the potatoes. Some may be 
raised or sunken slightly. While unsightly in severe cases, the 
edibility or taste of the potato flesh is not impaired, and 
storage of the harvested potatoes is not affected. The scabs 
can be removed simply by peeling the potato skin more deeply 
than normal. 

The scab organism survives in the soil and occasionally attacks 
other garden root vegetables including beets, radishes, carrots, 
and parsnips. The disease is favored by alkaline and dry soils. 
Acid soil inhibits the disease. Therefore, as potatoes prefer acid 
soil, liming the soil in a potato bed to increase the pH is not 
recommended unless the soil is extremely acidic. 

The organism causing scab is not affected by passage through 
the digestive track of livestock and can be disseminated in 
barnyard manure. Use only well-composted manure in potato 
beds to avoid scab damage. Plant resistant varieties when 
possible, and in gardens where scab has been a problem, do 
not rotate with beets. 
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Weeds 
 

Weeds can be a big problem for potatoes as they compete for 
light, water, and nutrients. They can also host insects and 
diseases. 

However, if the garden bed is properly prepared and thickly 
mulched, the few weeds that appear should be easy to pull by 
hand. If they are a larger problem they can be removed with 
shallow cultivation (hoeing). It is important to not disturb the 
underground stolons which are producing the edible potatoes. 
Once the mulched potato plants mature, they will shade out 
most weeds. 

 

 

Harvest & Storage 
 

When the plants are about 2 ½- 3 months old you can start 
harvesting new potatoes. New potatoes are smaller, immature 
potatoes with thinner skin. If the soil was prepared with plenty of 
organic material it should be sufficiently friable to allow the 
gardener to use their hand or a small trowel to dig down on the 
side of a plant to check for developing tubers. When the 
potatoes are the size of a golf ball, they can be gently pulled 
loose and harvested without disturbing the plant. The plant will 
be less annoyed if you push the soil back up around the roots and 
water lightly after each small harvest. The plant will continue to 
produce potatoes and the gardener can enjoy freshly dug 
potatoes for a month or so before the final harvest. 

A home-grown and freshly harvested potato tastes very different 
from one that has been sitting in storage or on a grocery store 
shelf for months. In storage, the starches in potatoes convert to 
sugars, resulting in a less desirable texture and taste.  

New potatoes, with their thinner skin, do not store well and 
should be harvested for early consumption. They will keep best 
in a cool, dark place. Refrigerating speeds up the conversion of 
starch to sugar and results in a less tasty potato. 

Potatoes require 90-120 days from planting until the crop is 
ready to dig. As plants approach maturity, they begin to die and 
turn yellow. If you plan on storing the potatoes and the weather 
is dry, allow the vines to die and dig the potatoes. Letting the 
tubers mature in the ground allows the skin of potatoes to 
thicken and helps protect the potatoes in storage. 

Photo by L. Steffee 

To check for maturity, dig a few potatoes and rub the skin. If 
the skin slips off easily, the potato is not mature and needs a 
few more days in the ground to last in storage. This, however, 
may not be possible. In wet, rainy weather the potatoes 
should be dug promptly to prevent rot and scab. 

If you are ready to harvest but your plants are still green you 
can cut the plants off at the surface and remove the plant 
material. The potatoes can be left up to 2 weeks in the 
ground to mature in dry weather.  
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To harvest potatoes, carefully dig below the tubers with a 
shovel or potato fork and lift the potatoes. Shallow digging will 
damage the tubers and reduce their storage life. Try to get all 
the tubers removed from the garden as missed tubers can 
harbor disease.  

Another advantage of growing in containers is that harvesting 
can be accomplished by simply emptying the container. The 
potato tubers are not damaged by digging and the entire crop 
is easily harvested. 

Do not leave newly dug potatoes in the sun. They should be 
placed in the shade promptly after digging. If the newly dug 
potatoes have wet soil clinging to them, placing them in the 
shade in front of a fan for a few hours (to speed the soil drying) 
will help prevent rot in storage. 

If you plan to store the potatoes, do not wash them until you 
are ready to use them. Washing can reduce storage life  

Fall potatoes may be ready to dig in December. If frost kills the 
vines, cut, and remove the dead plant. Dig the potatoes 
immediately for new potatoes or if the ground stays wet. In dry 
conditions they can be left in the ground for no longer than 2 
weeks to mature. 

Storing potatoes in South Louisiana is challenging. Most homes 
do not have an ideal place for storage. Potatoes keep best in a 
cool (above 40 degrees), dark place with high humidity. To 
prolong their storage life, when the potatoes are first dug, keep 
them someplace dark at 60-65 degrees for 10-14 days. This 
helps the skin to finish hardening off and allows cuts and 
bruises to heal. Then, if you can keep them at 40-45 degrees in 
a dark, humid space with good air circulation, they can last 4-6 
months in storage.  

Photo by L. Steffee 

This is generally not feasible in our area. We do not have root 
cellars. But we do have air conditioning. Although a cooler 
temperature would be ideal, my potatoes live in a wide, 
shallow, cardboard box on a shelf under a window AC unit that 
runs constantly at 68 degrees and are generally good for at 
least 6 months. Just cover them with something that keeps the 
light out, but lets air in. I like the sheets of brown paper that 
come in shipping boxes. A piece of cardboard or a thick, dark 
cotton towel also works. 
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Green Potatoes  

Greening is a physiological response occurring when potatoes 
are exposed to light. If the plants are not hilled or mulched 
properly and the upper portions of the tubers get too much 
light, the exposed portions will turn green. If harvested 
potatoes are exposed to light for too long before being moved 
to a shaded location or if they are stored in too much light, the 
tubers may turn pale green. This greening is caused by the 
production of solanine, a toxic alkaloid.  

If part of a potato is green, that part can be cut off and 
discarded. If the entire (or most of the) potato is pale green it 
should not be eaten.  

If the home storage area is not completely dark, the potatoes 
can be covered with a layer of cardboard or placed in brown 
paper bags to prevent greening. 

www.edis.ifas.ufl.edu, Credit: C. Hutchinson 

 

 

Tomato-like Fruit on Potato Plants 

Potato plants can produce green fruit resembling small 
tomatoes. The reason they look like tomatoes is that tomatoes 
and potatoes are closely related. They are both in the genus 
Solanum, in the nightshade family Solanaceae (as are peppers). 
All potato plants can produce these fruits, but Yukon Gold 
tends to produce more than most other varieties. The fruits are 
not edible as they contain relatively large amounts of the 
poisonous alkaloid, solanine. Fruit production is related to 
flowering. Potato plants may not (and do not need to) flower in 
order to produce tubers.  

Tomato and potato plants differ by which parts we consume. 
The only edible portion of a tomato plant is the fruit. The  

only edible portion of a potato plant is the tuber. The rest of 
both plants contain the toxin, solanine, with heaviest 
concentrations in the leaves and stems. Solanine is thought to 
be a protective mechanism that discourages animals from 
munching on the plants or visible green tubers. Solanine also 
contributes to the protection of the plant by discouraging 
phytopathogenic fungi infestation. 

Photo by J. Garling  

 

 

  

http://www.edis.ifas.ufl.edu/
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Nutrition 

 

Potatoes are a great addition to a healthy diet. One small-to-medium size potato contains 75-150 calories, 18-34 g of 
carbohydrates, 2-4 g of protein, and small but significant amounts of vitamin B6, iron, calcium, niacin, magnesium, 
thiamine, zinc, folic acid, and potassium. They are also a good source of vitamin C. Potatoes are low in sodium and have 
more potassium than many fruits and vegetables. 

According to the USDA, few Americans consume adequate potassium and most consume excess sodium. Increasing the 
amount of potatoes in your diet can help correct this imbalance (unfortunately, eating salted French fries will not). 
Potatoes are essentially fat-free and easy to digest. Americans eat an average of 125 pounds of potatoes per year, per 
person. 

Historical Note 

 

Both tomatoes and potatoes were originally domesticated in the Andes. Potatoes have been cultivated for over 7000 
years. Native Americans were growing potatoes long before Europeans “discovered” America. So, although potatoes 
(not sweet potatoes) are often referred to as “Irish” potatoes, they were being produced in South and North American 
long before Sir Walter Raleigh brought them to Ireland around the year 1590. 

 

Conclusion 
 

Growing potatoes is easy, rewarding and will contribute to a healthy life. You will get great exercise digging the bed (or 
not—plant in containers!), your fresh potatoes will taste better than those from the grocery store, and they are good 
for you. 

Some general tips to remember for healthy potatoes: 

• Do not overwater. Keep the soil moist but not soggy. 
• Do not plant potatoes and tomatoes near each other- they are affected by the same diseases. 
• Remove infected or diseased plants from the garden. 
• Remove potato debris from the garden after harvest. 
• Protect the potatoes from light. Hill the soil and mulch the plants. 
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Sources 
Garden News by Kiki Fontenot, www.theadvocate.com 

Irish Potatoes, Publication 1903, www.lsuagcenter.com 

Potatoes from Garden to Table, FN 630, www.ag.ndsu.edu 

How to Sprout Your Potatoes by David Marks, www.gardenfocused.co.uk 

Growing Potatoes in Containers by Emma Erler, www.extension.unh.edu 

Growing Potatoes in the Florida Home Garden, www.edis.ifas.ufl.edu 

Irish Potatoes by Joseph Masabni, www.agrilifeextension.tamu.edu 

Growing Potatoes in a Bin Bag, posting by Zia Mays, www.secret-garden-club.blogspot.com 

Growing Potatoes, Photos posted to www.pinterest.com 

Potatoes, www.ucanr.edu 

Growing Potatoes, www.vric.ucdavis.edu 
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